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Accommodations

Highlighter

Digital notepads

Line reading tools

Answer Eliminator

Text-to-speech tools

Ruler

Zoom

Protractor

Math Reference Sheet

English Testing 
Language

Add drawing

Kami has you covered

Use the Highlighter tool in Kami to practice this test-taking strategy.

Use the Text Comment tool to leave yourself a note to refer to later.

Create a rectangle using Kami's Shapes tool that fits the length of the 
reading line. Prefill the rectangle with a blue transparent color. Hover 
this rectangle over the lines as you read to focus on one portion of 
text at a time.

Use the Text Box tool or the Drawing tool to create an 'x' and eliminate 
answers as you go.

Use the Read Aloud tool to read content aloud.

Use the Ruler tool under 'drawing' to measure for math and 
science tests.

Use the zoom-in and zoom-out tools in Kami to get a better view 
of testing content.

Use the Protractor tool under 'drawing' for math and science tests.

Upload a reference sheet from your computer or google drive 
through Kami's Add Media tool.

You can select which testing language you want the test taken in 
by visiting 'settings' in Kami and adjusting your language (Spanish, 
French, or Afrikaans currently available).

Use Kami's Drawing tool to practice adding a drawing of your 
thinking directly into your math assessment.

For more information contact kaitlyn@kamiapp.com

NY State CBT 
Question Types

Equation Editor Box

Drag and Drop 
Questions

Reponse Box

Graphing items

Multi-select items

Grid items

Kami has you covered

Use Kami's Equation tool to practice using equations digitally.

Drag-and-drop questions can be created by adding a Text Box or by 
selecting Add Media on a Kami doc. Once the doc is shared, students 
can move the media to answer the question.

Using the Question tool, teachers can simply select Short Answer, and 
students can type brief explanations to demonstrate understanding.

Students can use the drawing tool or the line tool under Kami's 
shapes tool to draw lines. When selecting the line tool, students can 
also set the stroke type to change to a dotted line.

Create Multiple Choice questions using the Question tool.

Teachers can insert existing table grids into Kami, or use Graphic 
Organizers to create a table. Students can use the Line tool or any 
freehand tools to match the information presented.


